Ambassador Moon

his is a tale of a fairy, a glass bottle, an
elderly pelican, and a very wise and warm
hearted king, coming together in this
Universe, so one little girl could
accomplish becoming the Ambassador of
the Moon, making her dreams come true
and marking the path for the children of the
world to accomplish theirs. Inspired by a
true story, novelist Aly Valdez, tells us the
mystical quest of Aviselle Diaz, a young
girl who after facing many obstacles, never
became discouraged and fought for her
dreams. Now, she is attending Kings
Academy in the city of Madaba, Jordan.
With this book, she has brought to light the
extraordinary academy, founded by king
Abdullah the II of Jordan, whom with great
vision of the future, has opened the doors
of knowledge and creativity for all youth,
and protecting the dreams of future
generations.
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